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Diary Dates

December

November 24th

25th

27th

3rd

4th

7th

8th

9th

10th

- GCC Mtg 6pm

- JP Transition all day

- PRC Celebration

- Yr 7 Transition
- Rm 8 & BER 1 
  excursion  

- Yr 7 Transition  

- EOY  Celebration

- Rm 20 Excursion

- BER 2 Beach 
  Excursion
- Yr 6 Flip Out 
  Excursion

- Yr 7 Graduation

PO BOX 108    Wallace St,  Balaklava SA  5461   Phone: (08) 88621660     
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Term 4 Week 5 ~ 
12th November 2020

Alexa and Theryn representing BPS at the Remembrance Day Ceremony

Webex Assemblies
2:15pm Friday Weeks 6 
and 8

11th
-13th

17th

19th

20th

23rd

- Yr 6/7 Illawonga  
  Camp

- JP Transition until 
12pm 

- JP Transition until     
  1:30pm

- RE
-SAPSASA Athletics

- Student Free Day 



From the Principal 
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This year, our School Leaders were unable 
to attend the Remembrance Day Service as 
they were on camp. Year 4 students, Alexa 
and Theryn represented BPS at the service, 
reading a passage and laying a wreath on 
behalf of the School. Congratulations to both 
Alexa and Theryn on the wonderful way in 
which you represented the school. 

Dogs on School Grounds
A reminder that dogs are not permitted on 
school grounds between the hours of 8:00 – 
4:30pm without permission of the Principal. 
A number of staff and students do not feel 
safe around dogs and thus when they are 
brought into the school yard, even on a lead, 
they pose a safety risk. 

While it is lovely to walk to school with your 
dog, you will either need to leave the dog 
with someone outside of the school yard 
while you walk your child to the classroom, or 
say goodbye to your child outside of the yard 
and allow them to walk in independently. 
Dogs must not be tied up next to an entrance 
gate as this can pose a problem for students 
and their families entering the school. 

Mobile Phones
While we understand 
that for various reasons, 
students need to bring 
mobile phones or other 
forms of technology (eg 
Ipads, devices, Ipods 
etc) to school, they 
must not have access 
to them throughout the 
school day. For students 
in Reception to Year 5, all devices must be 
handed into the front office on arrival at 
school. These will be stored securely and can 
be collected at the end of the school day. 

Students in Rm 14a, 18 and 20 may hand their 
device into the classroom teacher who will 
lock it away during the school day. If students 
do not hand in their device, and use it during 
the school day, it will be taken from the child 
and kept in the office until the end of the day 
and you will be contacted. 

Under no circumstances should a student 
need to contact you on a personal device 
throughout the day. If a student needs to 
make contact with parents, they must seek 
permission from a staff member.

Illness
Please be reminded that we all need to 
do the right thing and keep children home 
when they are unwell to ensure we do not 
spread illnesses throughout the school. 
Students need to stay home from School for 
a minimum 24 hours after their last symptom. 
However, we appeal to you and strongly 
encourage you to keep your children home 
for 48 hours after their last symptom to ensure 
they are completely healthy upon return. If 
your child comes to school sick, or develops 
symptoms of illness throughout the day, we 
will contact you to collect them. Thank you 

for continuing to follow this SA 
Health, Department for Education 
and BPS directive.  



Premiers reading challenge 
celebration will be held on the 

27th of November 
(Friday Week 7) 

Due to the Owen Swimming Pool 
potentialy not being available on this 
date we are organizing an alternative

  

day to be held at BPS. Stay tuned for 
more details.
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- Dianna

End of Year Celebration
We hope you can join us for the End of Year 
Celebration on Monday 7th December. The 
event is a lovely way to celebrate a year of 
learning. The 11 Raffle hampers are drawn at 
this event. If you have not done so already, 
we ask you to please send in one item (non-
perishable) per child to contribute to each 
classroom hamper. All donations can be 
dropped into the front office. 

Additional raffle books can be collected from 
the Front Office. This is our final fundraiser for 
the year. 

The SRC are pleased to announce that 
they are selling Zooper Dooper’s this 

term 

When: Recess time on Friday 
Week 5, 6, 7 and 8

Where: The Library

Cost: 50c each

Monday Week 7
23rd November 

Due to this only being a BPS closure, the 
school buses will still run for BHS, BCCC, 
OPS and HCS students.

There has been a change of date for the 
Governing Council meeting to discuss 

the proposed 2021 charge. 

The meeting is now one week earlier on

 Tuesday 24th November at 6pm.



Balaklava Primary School - 0477

Notice of Materials and Services Charges for 2021
Notice of Charges for All Students

ITEMS AND SERVICES COST ($)HEADING

Printed and electronic materials 
related to the educational program 
and which are provided for the 
student

Workbooks $42.00
Text Book Hire / E-Book Access $0.00

SUBTOTAL  (ZPREM ) $68.00

Stationery items that are provided 
for the student

Stationery Items $58.00

SUBTOTAL  (ZSTAT) $58.00

$0.00
$0.00

Other [please Specify]
Other [please Specify]

Materials and Services that are 
provided by the school for the 
student to consume or use the 
materials or take ownership of a 
finished article produced by the 
student with the materials

Access to Student Information 
Technology

$36.00

Access to Machinery $0.00

SUBTOTAL  (ZACMS) $89.00

Access to Equipment $30.00
Curriculum/Subject Supplies and 
Services

$23.00

$0.00Other [please Specify]

Materials for inclusion in the school 
library and to enable use by the 
student

Library resources including access 
to borrowing library resources

$50.00

SUBTOTAL  (ZACLI) $50.00

Total Materials and Services Charge (excluding Subject Charges) $265.00

These subject charges are in addition to the Materials and Services Charge above for 
those students undertaking the following subjects.

Subject Description Cost ($)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00Other [please Specify]

Photocopied Material $26.00



Maths in RM 7

Room 7 went shopping in the Foodland catalogue and then did some sums 
using flip blocks.

school MateRial & 
seRvice chaRge 2020

The procedures for School Charges for 2021 remain as they have for the past years except for Polling 
families which will take place after the below meeting.  
 
Inserted in this newsletter on Page 4  is a copy of the water-marked proposed 2021 Material and 
Service Charge notice which has been approved by DfE. This was sent out to family emails last Friday   
 
We will be presenting this document to Governing Council on 
 

Tuesday 24th November 2020, 6.00pm
 
in the staff room for approval. Should parents have any objection to the costs listed or wish to have any 
discussion about the charges, they are very welcome to attend this meeting. 
 
If you are unable to attend the meeting, please forward in writing to the Principal or the Governing 
Council Chairperson, any comments pertaining to the charges.  
 
If the charges are approved at this meeting, the 2021 M&S Charge for Balaklava Primary School will be 
$265.00 per student. This represents NO INCREASE from 2020. 
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Meaning
Room 8 and BER 1 have been learning about some of the history behind rock and roll through 
the song Splish Splash. Here are some brilliant pieces of art about the song.

Tamika Room 8 - He put his dancing shoes on.

Emily Room 8 - There was a party going on.

Harper BER 1 - He was taking a bath and he didn’t know there was a party going on. Lolli Pop and 
Peggy Sue were there and they had the dancing bug. He (the main character) put his dancing shoes 
on and went and danced with them.

Joe BER 1 Audrey BER 1

Indi Rm 8Dan Rm 8
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Music Makes Your Child Selfless
“In a landmark Canadian study, 
a team led by Dr Laura Cirelli 
researched whether an adult singing 
to or moving in time with a beat 
with an infant influenced that infant’s 
behaviours.” Although these two concepts seem 
worlds apart, Dr Cirelli discovered that when a 
stranger participated with the parent and the 
child in an activity that consisted of singing and 
moving to a beat, it assisted in forming a trusting 
bond which led to identifying later on when this 
stranger needed help and taking action. 
 
By singing a familiar song, or reciting the lyrics 
to a familiar song or silently sitting nearby while 
the parent read the child a book, when the child 
saw Dr Cirelli drop a pencil whilst colouring, or 
dropped a peg while hanging up clothes, the 
child would assist them in retrieving the dropped 
item. This test was done on fourteen-month old 
children and as it turned out, “the children who 
were part of the song were far more likely to both 
see the problem and then take action to assist 
compared to infants who had not experienced 
these two prepatory activities”.
 
Why is this important? Research has indicated 
that an individual is unlikely to help if others 
around them aren’t offering their help either. This 
is called the bystander effect - South Australia is - Miss Monck

an ageing population which means an increasing 
amount of older people are going to need the 
occasional helping hand. Music helps children 
make connections, interpret scenarios and act in 
a positive manner. I’m sure you’ve got someone 
in your family that will sit down and let you tidy 
up – it’s a combination of misreading and lack 
of connections in your brain that tell them that 
you’re totally fine with the cutlery or towels 
they’ve just dropped. 
 
This research has begun to make sense of 
connections between infants and their family 
or tribe for millennia! The bond and connection 
tribes were creating through music allows children 
to feel empathy “and then agency to help others 
in our tribe.” As it turns out, it doesn’t matter what 
you sing to your child – just sing! You need to 
bake something? Sing out the ingredients and 
what steps you need to do. You need to vent 
about your older children not putting their plates 
away before leaving for school? Make up a tune 
and get those frustrations out. “Singing has been 
found to be an effective tool in treating postnatal 
depression, improving mood and moderating 
physiological symptoms of stress.” – So what 
is there to lose? And the best thing is, just like 
different flavours develop your pallet, children 
need a taste of all the emotions so as to interpret 
meaningful conversations as they grow. 

Riley from Rm 18 has drawn a picture of some students playing sports while the 
music student sits alone.



- Miss Monck

technol   gy
Community Garden
Several of the classes have visited the community gardens over the past few 
weeks. They have been learning about where food comes from, how it gets to 
their plate and how a plant grows.

Rm 8 investigating the worms

Rm 7 sampled some peas

BER 1 had a nice chat with the chickens
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nancy’s news

le FRançais

DonateD netballs

Hello Everyone!

We are well into the swing of this last term of 
2020 and what a busy time it is in the school! So 
much activity going on…

After planning and prepping for some 
Christmas crafts, we kicked this off in Week 4 
and although it was not announced, it did not 
take long before the library was awash with 
students (I think that kids can smell craft from a 
mile away!) Lots of busy fun! 
*We will continue craft in Weeks 6, 7, & 8.

I have mentioned in previous newsletters that 
a large part of my role at school is engaging 
with students and staff - in the classroom and 
the school yard. Many students are keen 
to say hello and have a chat. As much of 
pastoral care work is about engagement and 
role-modelling, building these relationships 
is so important. It has been great that these 
opportunities have steadily increased as the 
year has progressed. I know I have said it 
before, but it really is such a privilege to be a 
part of this school community! Psst…don’t tell 
anyone else but I think I might actually have 
one of the best jobs in the world!! 

FYI: 
At Schools Ministry Group we place great 
emphasis on the Protective Three:

This week in French we have been focusing 
on the history of France and Australia for 
Remembrance Day. The children have been 
learning about the importance of the day and 
how France and Australia fought together. 
They have been making French poppies and 
designing their own French Remembrance 
Day bunting to hang around the French room. 
We also took a tour around L’Arc de Triomphe 
through google street view to look at the 
resting place of the Unknown Soldiers and also 
the Australian cemetery/memorial in Villiers – 
Bretonneux, France.

- Mrs Gardner

The school’s supply of netballs received a 
boost early in the week when Irene Toholke 
on behalf of the Long Plains Netball Club 
donated 20 netballs for our students to use 
in their PE lessons and at break times. Here 
we have some of our senior students, Kasey, 
Ben, Angus and Macy in various sporting 
poses! We greatly appreciate the donation.

GRATEFUL    -    HOPEFUL    –    BRAVE
I am GRATEFUL for this school community.
I am HOPEFUL that 2021 will have many more 
opportunities to support you.
I feel BRAVE as we move towards a new year 
together.

I hope you all have a great week!
- Mrs G
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ReMeMbRance Day

Rm 14a drew poppies
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Painting Plant Pots in beR 3 

Ber3 designed and painted pot plants and then used coloured paper to make a plant 
for the pot.

bike sheD

Work continues on our new bike enclosure with the bike and scooter racks secured to the 
cement floor. Thanks to volunteer Scott Davey for giving up his time to install the racks and 
to Geoff Gardner for assembling them. We are anticipating the new bike enclosure being 
operational from next week with the bikes and scooters being locked away during the 
school day. Students will use the bike path behind the BER building and walk their bikes and 
scooters across the ashpalt. They will be  following a newly painted bike lane alongside our 
basketball court. Our senior students will have the task of locking and unlocking the bike 
shed each day. 
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JAM BAND!
Just ADD Music
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Balaklava Primary School 
10 Christmas Hampers 

Raffle 
  

Each class is being asked to prepare a Christmas Hamper to be raffled 
and drawn at the 

  

Week 9 End of Year Concert  
 Dec 9th 2019 

 

   Donations of :  
Christmas decorations, cans and jars of food, 
sweets,                
stationary, small gifts etc may be included. 
NB: no second hand goods please 
 

 *We would greatly appreciate 
each student donating  

one item towards their class hamper. 
  
 
 

$1 / ticket 
  

Win a wonderful surprise just in time for  
Christmas Celebrations! 

  

Booklets of tickets will be sent home for the students to sell 
and additional tickets will be available from the front office. 

  
Tickets (sold & unsold) must be returned to the school 

with any money 
no later than Friday 6th Dec. 

 

Christmas decorations, cans and jars of food, 
sweets, stationery, small gifts etc may be 
included.

Christmas decorations, cans and jars of food, 
sweets, stationery, small gifts etc may be 
included.

Balaklava Primary School 
10 Christmas Hampers 

Raffle 
  

Each class is being asked to prepare a Christmas Hamper to be raffled 
and drawn at the 

  

Week 9 End of Year Concert  
 Dec 9th 2019 

 

   Donations of :  
Christmas decorations, cans and jars of food, 
sweets,                
stationary, small gifts etc may be included. 
NB: no second hand goods please 
 

 *We would greatly appreciate 
each student donating  

one item towards their class hamper. 
  
 
 

$1 / ticket 
  

Win a wonderful surprise just in time for  
Christmas Celebrations! 

  

Booklets of tickets will be sent home for the students to sell 
and additional tickets will be available from the front office. 

  
Tickets (sold & unsold) must be returned to the school 

with any money 
no later than Friday 6th Dec. 

 

Dec 7th 2020

Tickets (sold & unsold) must be returned to the school with any 
money no later than Friday 6th Dec.
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chilDRen’s UniveRsity awaRDs

National Bronze Award for 30 hours: Ilka, Brianna, Ella and Ella

National Silver Award for 65 hours: William

National Gold Award for 100 hours: Caitlyn

National Bronze Diploma for 230 hours: Tyler
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Ilka from the Children’s University joined our assembly to celebrate the achievments of 
our Children’s University members. Despite the challenges of 2020, this group of young 
learners have taken on new challenges beyond the borders of their classroom, and 
are broadening their horizons by seeking new possibilities and being involved in the 
many new experiences that unfold before them through participating in Children’s 
University Adelaide. They join a wider group of almost 2000 students across the state 
who displayed resiliance, motivation and a passion for learning new things. While a 
traditional graduation ceremony could not take place we were able to acknowledge 
these students success through a shared lunch and an in school graduation ceremony.

Congratulations Ilka, Brianna, Ella, Ella, William, Caitlin and Tyler



woRlD oF Maths

18

Last week all classes participated in the World of Maths Activities incursion.

I liked the mouse trap one because 
you got to find out which ones didnt 
fit over the  mouse - Maya  

We did different types of maths games. I like the one where you had to 
measure the different letters - Isabelle
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I found the one with the arrows difficult. You had to lead santa through the 
shortest way to get to the presents. - Maddy

we played fishing but the lead broke,  there was a side of blue and green 
and we had to put a thin stick in the thin side and the thick stick in the thick 
side - Anthony

I liked the golf game called ‘Add Up’ because you got to try hit the ball 
into other spaces and then if you if you got a 5 you got full points. Because 
it was golf you wanted less points than everybody else - Hudson



Raa stReet sMaRt

Last week the RAA returned to school to speak to the UP classes about road safety and 
being street smart. We played reaction time games to see how fast we could be.

20

Poetry in rm 18

Birds - Haiku 
The bird likes to sing
And annoy everybody
All day everyday
- By Angus

Haiku - Food
Jessie is hungry  
Can you please give her some food? 
I want chocolate 
- By Courtney

Haiku - Motorbikes
I like motorbikes
They are so much fun to ride
I ride them all day
- By Dean

Haiku -Sheep
Sheep are very soft,
They are fluffy like a cloud,
They walk on four legs.
- By Emily

Haiku - Nature
The wind blows around,
Leaves slowly fall to the ground,
Not making a sound.
- By Flynn

Haiku – Sleep
I like to sleep in
In my warm, soft, cozy bed
Leopard on my bed.
- By Riley 

Similes by Molly
Cool as a cucumber
As slow as a snail
Quiet as a mouse 
Cold as ice

Bearded Dragon - Haiku
They are hard and tough
They like to bathe in the sun
They eat cockroaches
- By Keaton

Ballet- Limerick
Molly once studied ballet.
She liked to show off her plie’.  
Which got some attention 
Which she failed to mention.
She quit the class after a melee.  
- By Lily

John - Limerick
John was at the top
He had a can of pop
He fell off the top and hit his head
So he had to stay in bed
While in bed he saw all the kids 
on the top get arrested by a cop
- By Max



RM 6 & 7 Zoo visit

Recently Rooms 6 & 7 students spent a day the zoo. The weather was perfect and 
everyone had an enjoyable, busy and tiring day viewing the exhibits. Many new animals 
were ‘discovered’ and a few favourites were revisited. It doesn’t matter how many 
times you go to the zoo, there is always something new to look at and learn. Thankyou 
to our many helpers. We appreciated your generosity of time and travel. A special 
thankyou to Pengilly Rural Carriers for your support.                  

- Marcia Nowlan, Alice Williams & Ro Wood  

Georgia at the Otter Enclosure

Sally on the slide

Adam, Georgia, Millah, Temperance, Declan, Leon, Sally and Miss Nowlan

Millah with a meerkat
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SAPSASA NetbAll

Last week the Mid-North District Softball team 
played in Adelaide in the SAPSASA State Softball 
Carnival and came third with only two losses for 
the week! With girls from Clare High School, St. 
Joseph’s – Clare, Horizon Christian School and 
Balaklava Primary School, we were fortunate to 
have 1 player, Ashia Scott, who already played 
softball in Gawler, though all the girls quickly 
picked up the skills and strategies and were a 
very competitive team in the stronger Division 2 
competition.

On Monday we played Onkaparinga North and 
Ashia hit a home run early on to set up the team 
for a 15 to 11 win. Eliza Fels started off pitching 
confidently and accurately and Abbie Skinner 
read the play well, stealing bases and putting 
pressure on the opposition fielders. The girl’s 
devised a winning team chant and circular 
dance which was proved to be very popular and 
became a fixture because of our many wins to 
come. In the second game, against Riverland, 
a former Division 1 team, Ashia’s accurate, 
fast pitching and Zoe Pawelski‘s safe catching 
resulted in an 11-9 win featuring two scoreless 
innings from our fielding.

On a very warm Tuesday, we played after lunch 
against a strong city team, Tea Tree Gully in a 
tight game for two innings but the opposition 
pulled away with strong hitting to defeat us 16 to 
10 in the girl’s first loss for the week. Madi Ah Chee 
featured taking advantage of base running 
opportunities and again Zoe was reliable in 
catching. The second game against Lower South 
East saw our biggest scores with an unbeaten 7 
runs in every innings and keeping the opposing 
team to zero, one, zero and four runs respectively 
to win 23 to 5. Hannah Neill hit very confidently 
and Lucy Pym hit a number of big hits down the 
third base line to bring runners home. Excellent 
pitching by our opening pitcher Eliza and closing 
pitcher, Jasmin set up our superior fielding in the 
game.

Wednesday was a cold, rainy day and in the 
first game we defeated Murray Mallee 20 to 
9 which featured a top line drive hit by Alex 
Sandow down the line with quick base running 
which forced errors from the fielders. The second 

game against Mid South East went 
down to the wire as at we finished 
three even innings with 15 minutes 

left and down 11-10. In that remaining time, we 
quickly scored 5 runs via a long, deep outfield hit 
from Zoe with multiple runners on base. With less 
than 4 minutes to go, thanks to Eliza’s accurate 
pitching and Claudia Burton’s safe catching, 
we got two outs at first and a strike-out to send 
them 3 up and 3 down and a 15 to 11 win. In the 
final game we came up against the undefeated 
Gawler/Playford side with an amazingly fast 
pitcher and big hitters which really tested our 
fielders, particularly our outfield. Zoe and Poppy 
Wilson adapted well to the quick pitches and got 
hits while Claudia, Alex, Madi and Poppy all read 
the pitching to get walks and made it around the 
diamond to score runs, resulting in a 4-13 loss.
The last day, Thursday saw the team again 
victorious against the Hills team 14 to 12 in a close, 
even game with a double play on both sides 
and continued strong batting by Claudia and 
Poppy. The strong pitch/catcher combinations 
of Jasmine and Abbie and then later Eliza and 
Claudia, set the team up with quick plays to first 
base and subsequent outs.

Overall the girls bonded well to learn new skills in 
a new sport for almost all of them and became 
an efficient and successful team while having a 
great time.

- Marty Brice
Mid-North District Softball Coach/Manager

Mid-North Softballers a strong third in State Carnival
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Back: L to R: Hannah (Clare HS) Zoe (Clare HS) Eliza (Clare HS) (Horizon CS) Poppy (Clare HS) Jasmin 
(Balaklava PS) Claudia (Clare HS) Ashia (St. Joseph’s Clare)
Front: Alexandra (Clare HS) Abbie (Clare HS) Madi (St. Joseph’s Clare) Marty Brice (Coach/Manager)

The Team performing their ‘Victory Dance’



Maths at bPs

Using a 100 grid you can ask the following questions to help your child gain a better understanding 
of number ‘place value’.  (You can download one from the speld website.)
Ask your child ‘what number am I?’

• I have 3 in the tens place and 5 in the ones place. (answer 35)

• I have 6 in the tens place and 4 in the ones place. 

• I have 9 in the hundreds place and 3 in the tens place and 0 in the ones place.  

You can keep building these up to include thousands, or keep it to two digits depending on the 
ability of your child.  

• I started on 19 and added 9.  What number did I finish on?

• I started on 50 and counted back 8.  What number did I finish on?

• I started on 23 and added 10, and added 10 more.  What number did I finish on?

• I started on 68 and added 5, added 10, added 3, subtracted 16.  What number did I finish on?  

You can increase or decrease the numbers you add or subtract depending on the ability of your 
child.  

1. Fill your child’s world with reading.
2. Encourage him to express his opinion, talk about his feelings, and make choices. 
3. Show enthusiasm for your child’s interests and encourage her to explore subjects that 

fascinate her. 
4. Provide him with play opportunities that support different kinds of learning styles — from 

listening and visual learning to sorting and sequencing.
5. Point out the new things you learn with enthusiasm.
6. Ask about what he’s learning in school, not about his grades or test scores. 
7. Help your child organize her school papers and assignments so she feels in control of her 

work. 
8. Celebrate achievements, no matter how small. 
9. Focus on strengths, encouraging developing talents.
10. Turn everyday events into learning opportunities.

Basic place value activity

Maths ideas for R-7 students

10 Ways to Motivate Your Child to Learn

To read the full article go to 
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/10-ways-to-motivate-your-

child-to-learn.html24
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bccc visit

Balaklava Community Children’s Centre visited our school last week on Monday and 
Wednesday. The Rooms 6& 7 students gave them a guided tour.

Young children 
• Sing songs and nursery rhymes 
• Read to children
• Label objects in your home
• Look at letterboxes and street names when out walking
• Look at the numbers on the remote control and encourage children to find the numbers 

you say
• Play with blocks and building objects and talk about what you are doing eg. I am putting a 

red block on top of my green block
• Allow children time to paint with different colours.  Talk about how the trees are green and 

brown, and the sky is blue and we have white clouds etc
• Let children play in the sand pit and encourage conversations eg. You sand castle is very 

big, mine is only small.  Can you make 2 tunnels?  
For older children

• Play word games, eg can you find a word that rhymes with mat?
• Point out and talk about the meaning of new words when reading.  Ask questions about 

what you are reading to check children understand what they are reading?   
• Ask children to find certain letters, words or numbers on a page when reading.  Eg can you 

find the letter b, can you find the word when? 
• Ask children how they felt about a character or something a character did in a book 
• Read books and complete lexile quizzes on them  
• Use the community library over the holidays to access more books or magazines 
• Ask your child to keep a diary or journal of a holiday you go on.  This may include pictures, 

photos, writing and souvenirs.  This could be on a computer or hand written

How to help your child with literacy skills



Ber 4
Matthew and Anthony

Rm 14a
William and Aiden

Rm 8
Jasmine and Dan

Rm 20
Tilly and Nakita

Rm 18
Courtney and Nate

Rm 14b
Kourtney and Liam

Rm 7  
Tim and Isabella

Ber 2
Naish, Theryn and 
Elissa

Ber 3 
Dylan and Chase 

Ber 1
Zander and Scarlett

asseMbly awaRD winneRs

Rm 6 
Declan, Ryder and 
Cameron
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lexile awaRDs

Blue: Theryn, Lily, Charleen, Riley, 
Madi, Mason and Amiliah

Bronze: Amber Silver: Lexie and Caitlin

Red: Angus, Amelia, Maddalyn, Emily, 
Chelsea, Savannah and Denny
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coMMUnity news

 

 

 

 

NO WAITING LIST!  
 

ACTION Psychology SA 
has moved into a larger commercial space in  

Gawler and has available  
appointment times with Psychologists. 

 
NDIS PROVIDER 
ASSESSMENTS 

LGBTQIA+ 
CHILDREN 

ADOLESCENTS 
AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER 
MENTAL HEALTH CARE PLANS 

 
Contact admin@actionpsychologysa.net or call  

08 8524 6683 for more details.  
 

2/3 Julian Terrace, Gawler SA 511 

Room 7 making fascinations, ties and hats for the Melbourne Cup

MelboURne cUP RM 7


